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İşləmək istədiyiniz vəzifə və əmək haqqı

Python Developer
Development (Proqramlaşdırma)

1 400 AZN

İş təcrübəsi

05.2021 - 12.2021 AFFA
Python Developer
Developing and maintaining the federation's web presence and digital infrastructure.

01.2022 - 05.2022 Tech Academy
Student Mentor
As a student mentor, my main responsibility at Tech Academy is mentoring and inspiring
young software developer candidates.

01.2022 - 05.2022 Labrin
Python Developer
We provided many local companies, small businesses, and start-ups' websites with the best
functionalities. My responsibilities as a web developer(Full Stack Django/Python Developer) in
Labrin: - Working on several projects of Labrin itself (both front-end and back-end). - Develop
and maintain client websites.

05.2022 - 09.2022 Whelp
Python Developer
- Developed and maintained software using Python and FastAPI. - Wrote clean, efficient code
for different microservices. - Kept up-to-date with new technologies and programming
languages. - Demonstrated proficiency in Python, FastAPI, SQL, MySQL, Celery, Redis,
RabbitMQ, Elasticsearch, Kibana, Git, and Docker, employing these tools to build robust and
scalable applications.

09.2022 - 06.2023 Pickvisa
Python Developer
- Developed and maintained software applications, telegram, and other bots using Python to
enhance the visa application process at Pickvisa. - Collaborated with cross-functional teams to
gather requirements and translate them into technical solutions. - Implemented clean,
efficient, well-documented code, ensuring high performance and maintainability. - Utilized
Python frameworks such as Django or FastAPI to build scalable and robust web applications. -
Integrated APIs and external services t

Təhsil

2023 Ali təhsil
Xəzər Universiteti
Fakültə qeyd edilməyib / Kompüter mühəndisliyi



Xüsusi biliklər

Dil bilikləri İngilis — C1 — Yaxşı
Azərbaycan — C2 — Səlis
Rus — A2 — Elementar
Türk — C2 — Səlis

Biliklərim Python Docker django flask nosql sql PostgreSQL MySQL REDIS

Əlavə informasiya

I am a Python Developer with approximately 2 years of experience. I have a deep understanding of Python
programming language and its various libraries and frameworks. Throughout my career, I have gained
valuable hands-on experience in developing and maintaining Python applications, collaborating with cross-
functional teams, and delivering high-quality code. My proficiency lies in developing scalable and efficient
solutions by leveraging object-oriented programming principles and following best practices. I am skilled in
writing clean, maintainable code and have a solid understanding of data structures and algorithms.
Additionally, I have experience in working with databases, and APIs and integrating third-party services into
applications. During my previous positions, I successfully contributed to the development of several projects,
showcasing my ability to meet deadlines and deliver results. I have collaborated with teams to analyze
requirements, design solutions, and implement features, ensuring the final product meets the client's needs.
I am comfortable working in an Agile environment and have experience with version control systems, such
as Git. As a motivated and dedicated developer, I am always eager to learn and adapt to new technologies
and industry trends. I possess strong problem-solving and analytical skills, allowing me to quickly identify
and resolve issues during the development process. I am a strong team player and believe in effective
communication and collaboration to achieve project goals. Overall, with my solid foundation in Python
development, passion for coding, and commitment to delivering high-quality software solutions, I am ready
to take on new challenges and contribute to the success of future projects.
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